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1 Orbis Digitalium Pictus (2008) = W 127.720 x H 1024px
2 Ideas of Visual Language (2005) = W 28.263 x 1024px
3 Panorama of Pre-Cinematic Principles (2003) = W 13.111px - H 1024px
4 Museums On Our Minds (2005) = W 83.290 x H 1014px; the section used for QR-code triggering measures 20.343 x 1024px
5 Paradox Of Traceless Art (2000) = W 79.570px - H 1024px
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AVIEedu 
educational use of the Advanced Visualisation and Interaction Environment

Tjebbe van Tijen/Imaginary Museum Projects 26 April 2011 for CityU-ALIVE & SCM

Basic idea is that a wide variety of (educational) interactive audio-visual presentations can be shown in the AVIE from a restraint set 
of construction principles. Such presentations may have complete different aesthetics/outlook and are still build on the same routine.

The AVIE is seen as a 'belvedere' (*) a vantage panoramic viewpoint onto un unfolding digital landscape by moving over 'visual panes' 
in differing directions and at different speed. 

When the movement is only within one horizontal pane - just moving to the right or left - the AVIE functions as a display environment 
for 'visual scrolls' that are moved through its 360 degrees projection system.

The AVIE can also virtually move in any direction over a bigger visual pane than its viewing window, while changing direction, viewing 
angle and speed. Combinations of these two methods, 'scroll' and 'pane' will be used.

This project called AVIEedu contains 5 basic steps exploring the concept  technically and functionally. It uses existing materials from 
the Tjebbe van Tijen/Imaginary Museum, five visual narrative scrolls created in the period 2000-2008. These scrolls vary in content 
and length, but their aesthetics and didactic syntax are of one kind. (**)

The proposed production method AVIEedu goes beyond the specific visuals used in this first exploration. It is meant to offer a 
platform that can also be used for other presentations by other content creators. This means development of  routines and protocols 
based on a combination of tools. For the presentation in the AVIE the software package Virtools and for the production of the content 
a set of different software packages (Photoshop, image databases, image mapping etc.) resulting in data-sets that will be modelled by 
a special database protocol (using Filemaker Pro) that will deliver the data in the format required by a AVIEedu module that uses 
Virtools. 

In short: the AVIEedu has two modules:

1) a Filemaker Pro – module that pre-processes the content data (files, filenaming, positions, addressing of scrolls, panes, overlays 
and sound) and normalizes it and also produces dynamic internet based materials that can be called within the AVIE;

2) a Virtools module that imports the normalized data and generates the needed AVIE protocols for user-interaction.

Module 1 will made by Tjebbe van Tijen on the basis of standards as required by Virtools. Module 2 will be made by a programmer to 
be engaged by CityU ALIVE/SCM. 

*) Belvedere is an architectural term adopted from Italian (literally "fair view"), which refers to any architectural structure sited to take advantage of such a 
view.

**) Using densely populated collage, van Tijen focuses our camera-eye on vast amounts of information compacted in a small space. This serves two 
functions: it allows us to appreciate the scale of the work, and provides an efficient viewing mechanism for large amounts of collected visual imagery. (...) 
Van Tijen’s studied yet lyrical approach lures the viewer into a picture-world that shows us a sophisticated grammar of communication and scales to the 
level of encyclopediae, archives, and knowledge taxonomies. (…) ...in each of van Tijen’s scrolls the relatedness of the individual elements make the 
collection work as a sum greater than its parts. The rhythms and repetitions that permeate van Tijen’s work function as grammars that help us read the 
scrolls as stories. 

Andrew Oleksiuk, 2008.
http://collectingseminar.wordpress.com/2008/11/01/tjebbe-van-tijens-scroll-of-scrolls-andrew-oleksiuk/

Program steps:

Step 1: single horizontal scroll moving for/backward

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them

Step 3: moving through a single scroll and trigger information overlays

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound

Step 5: QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile 
devices

Step 1: single horizontal scroll moving for/backward
The scroll “Orbis Digitalium Pictus” (long127.720 pixels, high .1024 pixels) can be moved 
through the AVIE at differing speeds, either forward or backward. The scroll fits 15,6 times in 
the circumference of the AVIE (8192 pixels). This step is to develop a routine how to 
import and process big scrolls into the AVIE just on the basis of a set of sequential named 
picture files. Differing movement speeds will be tested and from this test a set of fixed speeds 
that give a constant (non shaking) vision can be established. There will be at least three 
scrolling speeds: default speed, slower and faster. An interaction device needs to be 
chosen for this test (AVIE control device, touchscreen mobile phone or scroll controller 
(Powermate). Scrolls to be used are classified as having three possible 'reading directions': 
left to right; right to left; both directions. (At a later stage similar reading directions can be 
established for vertical and diagonal moving scrolls)

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them
Five scrolls of differing length are stacked into one pane. The height of each of the five scrolls 
is the same (1024 pixels the total height of the pane with scrolls is 5120 pixels). The scrolls 
are placed on a dark background which is larger than the space occupied by the concatenated 
scroll, having a margin of 256 pixels at all sides of the scroll area. The user can move freely 
through this pane with five scrolls: forward and backward, up and down. The user can select 
one of the scrolls by clicking/touching while a cursor is over a part of one of the scrolls. This 
users interaction causes the scroll to move (slowly) from its actual position into the vision 
pane of the AVIE and then to start moving in the 'reading direction' of the scroll at 'default 
speed'.

Step 3: moving through a single scroll and trigger information overlays
The scroll “Ideas of Visual Language” will be used (28.262 pixels). This scroll is a bit less than 
3,5 times the circumference of the AVIE. The scroll has 81 overlays that consist of images and 
text fitted in a square (768 x 768 pixels) often with some transparency in the background of 
these overlays. The overlays relate to areas of the scroll. Each part of the scroll can be 
selected and always has a related information overlay (there are no isolated 'hot spots'). 
This scroll has originally been produced for a museum touch screen interface and was running 
as a full screen web browser using html, javascript and xml. The image mapping of the areas 
was based on rectangles and sets of rectangles. As the areas can be much better defined in 
polygons I propose to change the addressing system to polygons which are 'nested' inside 
rectangles. Both rectangles and nested polygons are positioned absolute (from the x y zero 
position of the scroll).
Readability of the text ion the overlays need to be tested. The overlay original are now in .png 
image format, as the overlay elements are stored in a database – if needed – other formats 
can be generated. Proposed user interaction is: on click of cursor position halt movement 
of scroll and show overlay, click again (toggle) overlay disappears.

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound
This step uses 3 combined horizontal scrolls of the project “Paradox of Traceless Art” (79.570 
pixels) The total length of these scrolls is 9,7 times the circumference of the AVIE. This step is 
to try out putting a caption over the scroll in two different ways. One just a bottom part of the 
AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
default speed.
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Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound
This step uses 3 combined horizontal scrolls of the project “Paradox of Traceless Art” (79.570 
pixels) The total length of these scrolls is 9,7 times the circumference of the AVIE. This step is 
to try out putting a caption over the scroll in two different ways. One just a bottom part of the 
AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
default speed.

The caption function will be triggered by the user and the position of the user in the AVIE and the direction 
in which the interaction device is pointed will determine what the 'focal vision point' of
the user in command is. A part of sentence which is in the process of being spoken will be 
highlighted and thus the text will move through such a highlighted area (centred on the 
area where the user has triggered last the caption function). 
When the user choses another than the default speed, the sound will fade out and vice 
versa when from another 'state' the default speeds is activated again. The sound/narration 
will only function at the default speed in the 'reading direction' of the scroll.

Step 5: QR-code overlays linking to on-line documentation captured by personal 
mobile devices
The basis for this step is one scroll of a set of four “Museums In Our Mind” (whole scroll 
83.290 x 1024 pixels; part 4 with 60 information layers  20.343 x 1024 pixels). 
Information layers consists of images + caption text, that can be transferred to php driven 
dynamic data that fit either iPhone or Android mobiles, or tablet computers like the iPad.

This step will try out the system of QR-codes (Quick Response codes) which are 'dot 
matrix' codes that can be picked up by cameras and software used by 'state of the art' 
mobile phones and tablet computers. QR-codes can be called up and captured by such 
mobile devices as overlays on areas of a scroll. The information embedded in these QR-
codes are internet addresses (URLs) and the software to scan QR-codes offer an option to 
(directly) go to the information stored at a particular URL. 

First thing to find out are the graphic parameters needed for capturing QR-codes in the 
AVIE. At what distance a user can successfully capture and trigger QR-code links (tests on 
screen show that a QR-code between 300 to 400 pixels in square can be read with a 
mobile camera phone at a distance of approximate 2,5 meter). Next is how to integrate 
aesthetically these QR overlays. What to do with (almost) overlapping positions. 
Two states are possible: passive and active: 
- passive state: all QR-codes linked to specific parts of a scroll or pane visible in the AVIE 
(within the 8192 pixels of the projection system); 
- active state: triggering QR-codes over individual spots of a scroll or pane (which implies 
some form of activating by a mobile device of areas of the AVIE). 

The URLs to be triggered do function as bibliographic/documentary overlays and allow the 
user not only to get specific information of parts of the material shown in the AVIE directly, 
but also to retain these moments of interest in an ordered and inspiring way on their 
personal communication-display devices.

The bibliographical documentation overlays will make use of a layered documentation 
system as developed by Tjebbe van Tijen called 'contopics', which stands for 
contextualized citations from books and other sources that have 6 parts:
1- cover or screen shot of information source;
2- bibliographical description;
3- bibliographical links both to the HKALL library catalogue and worldcat.org;
4- contextual internet links to biblio/biographical and other relevant contextual on-line 
sources;
5- citation headers (summarizing the content of a (longer) citation;
6- citation of text and/or illustrations/images with page/web-anchor source.

This 'contopics system' is documented in more detail at this URL:
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/tvantije/AVIEedu/notes01/OPTMel/ScrollScape.html
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established for vertical and diagonal moving scrolls)
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Five scrolls of differing length are stacked into one pane. The height of each of the five scrolls 
is the same (1024 pixels the total height of the pane with scrolls is 5120 pixels). The scrolls 
are placed on a dark background which is larger than the space occupied by the concatenated 
scroll, having a margin of 256 pixels at all sides of the scroll area. The user can move freely 
through this pane with five scrolls: forward and backward, up and down. The user can select 
one of the scrolls by clicking/touching while a cursor is over a part of one of the scrolls. This 
users interaction causes the scroll to move (slowly) from its actual position into the vision 
pane of the AVIE and then to start moving in the 'reading direction' of the scroll at 'default 
speed'.

Step 3: moving through a single scroll and trigger information overlays
The scroll “Ideas of Visual Language” will be used (28.262 pixels). This scroll is a bit less than 
3,5 times the circumference of the AVIE. The scroll has 81 overlays that consist of images and 
text fitted in a square (768 x 768 pixels) often with some transparency in the background of 
these overlays. The overlays relate to areas of the scroll. Each part of the scroll can be 
selected and always has a related information overlay (there are no isolated 'hot spots'). 
This scroll has originally been produced for a museum touch screen interface and was running 
as a full screen web browser using html, javascript and xml. The image mapping of the areas 
was based on rectangles and sets of rectangles. As the areas can be much better defined in 
polygons I propose to change the addressing system to polygons which are 'nested' inside 
rectangles. Both rectangles and nested polygons are positioned absolute (from the x y zero 
position of the scroll).
Readability of the text ion the overlays need to be tested. The overlay original are now in .png 
image format, as the overlay elements are stored in a database – if needed – other formats 
can be generated. Proposed user interaction is: on click of cursor position halt movement 
of scroll and show overlay, click again (toggle) overlay disappears.

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound
This step uses 3 combined horizontal scrolls of the project “Paradox of Traceless Art” (79.570 
pixels) The total length of these scrolls is 9,7 times the circumference of the AVIE. This step is 
to try out putting a caption over the scroll in two different ways. One just a bottom part of the 
AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
default speed.
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AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
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The caption function will be triggered by the user and the position of the user in the AVIE and the direction 
in which the interaction device is pointed will determine what the 'focal vision point' of
the user in command is. A part of sentence which is in the process of being spoken will be 
highlighted and thus the text will move through such a highlighted area (centred on the 
area where the user has triggered last the caption function). 
When the user choses another than the default speed, the sound will fade out and vice 
versa when from another 'state' the default speeds is activated again. The sound/narration 
will only function at the default speed in the 'reading direction' of the scroll.

Step 5: QR-code overlays linking to on-line documentation captured by personal 
mobile devices
The basis for this step is one scroll of a set of four “Museums In Our Mind” (whole scroll 
83.290 x 1024 pixels; part 4 with 60 information layers  20.343 x 1024 pixels). 
Information layers consists of images + caption text, that can be transferred to php driven 
dynamic data that fit either iPhone or Android mobiles, or tablet computers like the iPad.
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matrix' codes that can be picked up by cameras and software used by 'state of the art' 
mobile phones and tablet computers. QR-codes can be called up and captured by such 
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First thing to find out are the graphic parameters needed for capturing QR-codes in the 
AVIE. At what distance a user can successfully capture and trigger QR-code links (tests on 
screen show that a QR-code between 300 to 400 pixels in square can be read with a 
mobile camera phone at a distance of approximate 2,5 meter). Next is how to integrate 
aesthetically these QR overlays. What to do with (almost) overlapping positions. 
Two states are possible: passive and active: 
- passive state: all QR-codes linked to specific parts of a scroll or pane visible in the AVIE 
(within the 8192 pixels of the projection system); 
- active state: triggering QR-codes over individual spots of a scroll or pane (which implies 
some form of activating by a mobile device of areas of the AVIE). 

The URLs to be triggered do function as bibliographic/documentary overlays and allow the 
user not only to get specific information of parts of the material shown in the AVIE directly, 
but also to retain these moments of interest in an ordered and inspiring way on their 
personal communication-display devices.

The bibliographical documentation overlays will make use of a layered documentation 
system as developed by Tjebbe van Tijen called 'contopics', which stands for 
contextualized citations from books and other sources that have 6 parts:
1- cover or screen shot of information source;
2- bibliographical description;
3- bibliographical links both to the HKALL library catalogue and worldcat.org;
4- contextual internet links to biblio/biographical and other relevant contextual on-line 
sources;
5- citation headers (summarizing the content of a (longer) citation;
6- citation of text and/or illustrations/images with page/web-anchor source.

This 'contopics system' is documented in more detail at this URL:
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/tvantije/AVIEedu/notes01/OPTMel/ScrollScape.html
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for 'visual scrolls' that are moved through its 360 degrees projection system.

The AVIE can also virtually move in any direction over a bigger visual pane than its viewing window, while changing direction, viewing 
angle and speed. Combinations of these two methods, 'scroll' and 'pane' will be used.

This project called AVIEedu contains 5 basic steps exploring the concept  technically and functionally. It uses existing materials from 
the Tjebbe van Tijen/Imaginary Museum, five visual narrative scrolls created in the period 2000-2008. These scrolls vary in content 
and length, but their aesthetics and didactic syntax are of one kind. (**)

The proposed production method AVIEedu goes beyond the specific visuals used in this first exploration. It is meant to offer a 
platform that can also be used for other presentations by other content creators. This means development of  routines and protocols 
based on a combination of tools. For the presentation in the AVIE the software package Virtools and for the production of the content 
a set of different software packages (Photoshop, image databases, image mapping etc.) resulting in data-sets that will be modelled by 
a special database protocol (using Filemaker Pro) that will deliver the data in the format required by a AVIEedu module that uses 
Virtools. 

In short: the AVIEedu has two modules:

1) a Filemaker Pro – module that pre-processes the content data (files, filenaming, positions, addressing of scrolls, panes, overlays 
and sound) and normalizes it and also produces dynamic internet based materials that can be called within the AVIE;

2) a Virtools module that imports the normalized data and generates the needed AVIE protocols for user-interaction.

Module 1 will made by Tjebbe van Tijen on the basis of standards as required by Virtools. Module 2 will be made by a programmer to 
be engaged by CityU ALIVE/SCM. 

*) Belvedere is an architectural term adopted from Italian (literally "fair view"), which refers to any architectural structure sited to take advantage of such a 
view.

**) Using densely populated collage, van Tijen focuses our camera-eye on vast amounts of information compacted in a small space. This serves two 
functions: it allows us to appreciate the scale of the work, and provides an efficient viewing mechanism for large amounts of collected visual imagery. (...) 
Van Tijen’s studied yet lyrical approach lures the viewer into a picture-world that shows us a sophisticated grammar of communication and scales to the 
level of encyclopediae, archives, and knowledge taxonomies. (…) ...in each of van Tijen’s scrolls the relatedness of the individual elements make the 
collection work as a sum greater than its parts. The rhythms and repetitions that permeate van Tijen’s work function as grammars that help us read the 
scrolls as stories. 

Andrew Oleksiuk, 2008.
http://collectingseminar.wordpress.com/2008/11/01/tjebbe-van-tijens-scroll-of-scrolls-andrew-oleksiuk/

Program steps:

Step 1: single horizontal scroll moving for/backward

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them

Step 3: moving through a single scroll and trigger information overlays

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound

Step 5: QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile 
devices

Step 1: single horizontal scroll moving for/backward
The scroll “Orbis Digitalium Pictus” (long127.720 pixels, high .1024 pixels) can be moved 
through the AVIE at differing speeds, either forward or backward. The scroll fits 15,6 times in 
the circumference of the AVIE (8192 pixels). This step is to develop a routine how to 
import and process big scrolls into the AVIE just on the basis of a set of sequential named 
picture files. Differing movement speeds will be tested and from this test a set of fixed speeds 
that give a constant (non shaking) vision can be established. There will be at least three 
scrolling speeds: default speed, slower and faster. An interaction device needs to be 
chosen for this test (AVIE control device, touchscreen mobile phone or scroll controller 
(Powermate). Scrolls to be used are classified as having three possible 'reading directions': 
left to right; right to left; both directions. (At a later stage similar reading directions can be 
established for vertical and diagonal moving scrolls)

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them
Five scrolls of differing length are stacked into one pane. The height of each of the five scrolls 
is the same (1024 pixels the total height of the pane with scrolls is 5120 pixels). The scrolls 
are placed on a dark background which is larger than the space occupied by the concatenated 
scroll, having a margin of 256 pixels at all sides of the scroll area. The user can move freely 
through this pane with five scrolls: forward and backward, up and down. The user can select 
one of the scrolls by clicking/touching while a cursor is over a part of one of the scrolls. This 
users interaction causes the scroll to move (slowly) from its actual position into the vision 
pane of the AVIE and then to start moving in the 'reading direction' of the scroll at 'default 
speed'.

Step 3: moving through a single scroll and trigger information overlays
The scroll “Ideas of Visual Language” will be used (28.262 pixels). This scroll is a bit less than 
3,5 times the circumference of the AVIE. The scroll has 81 overlays that consist of images and 
text fitted in a square (768 x 768 pixels) often with some transparency in the background of 
these overlays. The overlays relate to areas of the scroll. Each part of the scroll can be 
selected and always has a related information overlay (there are no isolated 'hot spots'). 
This scroll has originally been produced for a museum touch screen interface and was running 
as a full screen web browser using html, javascript and xml. The image mapping of the areas 
was based on rectangles and sets of rectangles. As the areas can be much better defined in 
polygons I propose to change the addressing system to polygons which are 'nested' inside 
rectangles. Both rectangles and nested polygons are positioned absolute (from the x y zero 
position of the scroll).
Readability of the text ion the overlays need to be tested. The overlay original are now in .png 
image format, as the overlay elements are stored in a database – if needed – other formats 
can be generated. Proposed user interaction is: on click of cursor position halt movement 
of scroll and show overlay, click again (toggle) overlay disappears.

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound
This step uses 3 combined horizontal scrolls of the project “Paradox of Traceless Art” (79.570 
pixels) The total length of these scrolls is 9,7 times the circumference of the AVIE. This step is 
to try out putting a caption over the scroll in two different ways. One just a bottom part of the 
AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
default speed.
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Y 1024 pixels = height of AVIE

X 8 slices 1024 x 1024 pixels = circumference of AVIE circle 8192 pixels
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Absolute position within the AVIE circle X = between 0 and 8192 (relative to the scroll)

Absolute position on the scroll (relative to the AVIE circle = between 0 and n number of pixels)

Addressing principles of positions of elements on the scrolls and within the AVIE circle
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positioned on a scroll by their coordinates
upper left and lower right

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them
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text fitted in a square (768 x 768 pixels) often with some transparency in the background of 
these overlays. The overlays relate to areas of the scroll. Each part of the scroll can be 
selected and always has a related information overlay (there are no isolated 'hot spots'). 
This scroll has originally been produced for a museum touch screen interface and was running 
as a full screen web browser using html, javascript and xml. The image mapping of the areas 
was based on rectangles and sets of rectangles. As the areas can be much better defined in 
polygons I propose to change the addressing system to polygons which are 'nested' inside 
rectangles. Both rectangles and nested polygons are positioned absolute (from the x y zero 
position of the scroll).
Readability of the text ion the overlays need to be tested. The overlay original are now in .png 
image format, as the overlay elements are stored in a database – if needed – other formats 
can be generated. Proposed user interaction is: on click of cursor position halt movement 
of scroll and show overlay, click again (toggle) overlay disappears.

Step 4: overlaying caption text with and without narration/sound
This step uses 3 combined horizontal scrolls of the project “Paradox of Traceless Art” (79.570 
pixels) The total length of these scrolls is 9,7 times the circumference of the AVIE. This step is 
to try out putting a caption over the scroll in two different ways. One just a bottom part of the 
AVIE text overlay, whereby font/size and transparency and size of the needed backdrop will 
be tested. Two the caption is mentioned before but now spoken while the scroll is running at 
default speed.

The caption function will be triggered by the user and the position of the user in the AVIE and the direction 
in which the interaction device is pointed will determine what the 'focal vision point' of
the user in command is. A part of sentence which is in the process of being spoken will be 
highlighted and thus the text will move through such a highlighted area (centred on the 
area where the user has triggered last the caption function). 
When the user choses another than the default speed, the sound will fade out and vice 
versa when from another 'state' the default speeds is activated again. The sound/narration 
will only function at the default speed in the 'reading direction' of the scroll.

Step 5: QR-code overlays linking to on-line documentation captured by personal 
mobile devices
The basis for this step is one scroll of a set of four “Museums In Our Mind” (whole scroll 
83.290 x 1024 pixels; part 4 with 60 information layers  20.343 x 1024 pixels). 
Information layers consists of images + caption text, that can be transferred to php driven 
dynamic data that fit either iPhone or Android mobiles, or tablet computers like the iPad.

This step will try out the system of QR-codes (Quick Response codes) which are 'dot 
matrix' codes that can be picked up by cameras and software used by 'state of the art' 
mobile phones and tablet computers. QR-codes can be called up and captured by such 
mobile devices as overlays on areas of a scroll. The information embedded in these QR-
codes are internet addresses (URLs) and the software to scan QR-codes offer an option to 
(directly) go to the information stored at a particular URL. 

First thing to find out are the graphic parameters needed for capturing QR-codes in the 
AVIE. At what distance a user can successfully capture and trigger QR-code links (tests on 
screen show that a QR-code between 300 to 400 pixels in square can be read with a 
mobile camera phone at a distance of approximate 2,5 meter). Next is how to integrate 
aesthetically these QR overlays. What to do with (almost) overlapping positions. 
Two states are possible: passive and active: 
- passive state: all QR-codes linked to specific parts of a scroll or pane visible in the AVIE 
(within the 8192 pixels of the projection system); 
- active state: triggering QR-codes over individual spots of a scroll or pane (which implies 
some form of activating by a mobile device of areas of the AVIE). 

The URLs to be triggered do function as bibliographic/documentary overlays and allow the 
user not only to get specific information of parts of the material shown in the AVIE directly, 
but also to retain these moments of interest in an ordered and inspiring way on their 
personal communication-display devices.

The bibliographical documentation overlays will make use of a layered documentation 
system as developed by Tjebbe van Tijen called 'contopics', which stands for 
contextualized citations from books and other sources that have 6 parts:
1- cover or screen shot of information source;
2- bibliographical description;
3- bibliographical links both to the HKALL library catalogue and worldcat.org;
4- contextual internet links to biblio/biographical and other relevant contextual on-line 
sources;
5- citation headers (summarizing the content of a (longer) citation;
6- citation of text and/or illustrations/images with page/web-anchor source.

This 'contopics system' is documented in more detail at this URL:
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/tvantije/AVIEedu/notes01/OPTMel/ScrollScape.html



y = 5120

Step 3: moving through single scroll and trigger information overlays

x = 0

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them

moving through stacks of multiple scrolls left/right up/down selecting one of the scrolls moves that scroll within the vertical space of the AVIE and that scroll starts to move at default speed in the reading direction of the item chosen              



Step 3: moving through single scroll and trigger information overlays

Step 2: moving through stacks of multiple scrolls and selecting one of them

selecting one of the scrolls moves that scroll within the vertical space of the AVIE and that scroll starts to move at default speed in the reading direction of the item chosen              



Step 3: moving through single scroll and trigger information overlays

81 overlays with a slightly transparent background exist for this scroll; these overlays are in PNG format

Scroll = Ideas of Visual Language (code = VLS)

Step 3: methods for locating and addressing overlays

Point and click toggles a layer on & off; each 
area of this scroll has its own overlay (there 
are no so called 'hot spots')

The original version of the scroll with html, xml and Javascript had 'image maps' build solely from rectangles. The databased overlays 
were linked to sets of rectangles. A script would export the rectangle positions and the related overlays in xml format. This method is - 
in hindsight - too complex and a combination of rectangles and embedded polygons is favored. A new version of the database - that 
will generate the needed code - is under construction now, with a much more simple interface.

Example of former overlay location and addressing 
system in xml

moving through stacks of multiple scrolls left/right up/down selecting one of the scrolls moves that scroll within the vertical space of the AVIE and that scroll starts to move at default speed in the reading direction of the item chosen              
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selecting one of the scrolls moves that scroll within the vertical space of the AVIE and that scroll starts to move at default speed in the reading direction of the item chosen              



<area shape="rect" coords="4529,517,5093,1027" />

Step 4: overlayed caption text, with and without narration/sound

Step 3: methods for locating and addressing overlays The original version of the scroll with html, xml and Javascript had 'image maps' build solely from rectangles. The databased overlays 
were linked to sets of rectangles. A script would export the rectangle positions and the related overlays in xml format. This method is - 
in hindsight - too complex and a combination of rectangles and embedded polygons is favored. A new version of the database - that 
will generate the needed code - is under construction now, with a much more simple interface.

Example of former overlay location and addressing 
system in xml

This proposed now: absolute positioned rectangles with 
embedded polygons as a location system for the overlays

rectangle

(embedded) polygon



Step 4: overlayed caption text, with and without narration/sound

The original version of the scroll with html, xml and Javascript had 'image maps' build solely from rectangles. The databased overlays 
were linked to sets of rectangles. A script would export the rectangle positions and the related overlays in xml format. This method is - 
in hindsight - too complex and a combination of rectangles and embedded polygons is favored. A new version of the database - that 
will generate the needed code - is under construction now, with a much more simple interface.

Example of former overlay location and addressing 
system in xml



Tracing our understanding of the world we live. Man has always looked up at the sky to understand the world around him. At ground level it is often difficult to see far: mountains, vegetation, fog, haze blocks the view, and always there is something beyond the horizon. Later, much later, man could look back at the Earth from the moon, from outer space, like seeing the Australian Northern Territory from a satellite, seeing, but being out of touch. Being down there, touching the earth, the dry soil of this land which is used for body paint in ceremonies. Ceremonies that trace the path of the ancestors. Temporary tracings in sand, also using materials picked from plants, to draw figures that explain cosmic forces of renewal. Recently there was a new development when someone put a canvas between the hand of ‘the artist’ and the earth, fixing what was fir

Sound is played and focus of 
narrated text is in the middle of the 
focal area relative to the pointing 
device by the user controlling the 
AVIE only, when a scroll moves at 
default speed  in reading direction 
of the caption language (movie 
mode)

When the 
scroll is halted 
the sound 
fades out

Step 4: overlayed caption text, with and without narration/sound

Focal area relative to pointing device

Step 5: scroll with QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile devices
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When the 
scroll is halted 
the sound 
fades out

When the scroll is 
started again the 
speed indicator is 
reset to default 
and the sound is 
faded in

When a scroll is 
moving counter 
to reading 
direction no 
narration sound 
is played

When a scroll is 
moved faster  
either to the 
right or left no 
narration sound 
is played

Step 4: overlayed caption text, with and without narration/sound

Step 5: scroll with QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile devices



Sound is played and focus of 
narrated text is in the middle of the 
focal area relative to the pointing 
device by the user controlling the 
AVIE only, when a scroll moves at 
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Step 5: scroll with QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile devices

v

1 QR-code overlay is called up by user

2 QR-code is brought into 
the focus of mobile phone 
camera and recognized

3 the embedded URL in the 
QR-code triggers a dynamic 
information item on the 
mobile device



Step 5: scroll with QR-code overlays that link to internet documentation captured by personal mobile devices

v

4 the URL link can be 
saved on the mobile and 
added as an information 
point onto a miniature 
version of the scroll for 
later reference

5 a QR-code triggered internet-link can also allow 
further exploration on a personal mobile device




